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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

Danish Plant Container Trolley with 3 Shelves -
1350x565x1900mm - Used
SKU 40027U

Used plant container with 3 shelves. Also known as the Danish trolley, a
multifunctional trolley. The weight including the base, 4 posts and 3
shelves is 37kg. Can be used as a transport trolley, storage trolley and
order picking container.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 125

Material Metal

Status Used

Inside dimension lenght 1270

Inside dimension width 540

Outside dimension lenght 1350

Outside dimension width 565

Outside dimension height 1900

Carry weight 350

Bottom Plastic

Product used, for rent

Type
2-sided Roll containers, Order
Picking Trolleys

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Used Danish plant container trolley is made with a hot-dip galvanized
steel frame and 3 shelves of water-resistant plywood with a galvanized
metal edge. The outer dimensions are 1350x565x1900mm and the
internal dimensions of the base are 1270x540mm, measured between
the posts and the raised edge of the base. The weight is 37kg which
includes the base, 4 uprights and 3 shelves. This trolley is suitable for
displaying or storing products, the plate spacing can be changed from 5
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to 180cm so that the height between the plants can be adjusted to
requirement. The wheels of the Danish trolley have a wheelbase of
125mm with a PA plastic tread and a steel frame. The wheel revolves
around a needle bearing. The plant container is regularly referred to as
the Danish trolley or flower trolley and we deliver this trolley as standard
with 3 shelves of 5-layer waterproof plywood, of which, more shelves
can be ordered separately. The Danish plant trolley is designed in such a
way that specific requirements according to horticulture are met. Size,
weight, stackability and quality have been considered here. The metal
parts are galvanized and the wood of the shelves is 5-layer water-
resistant plywood. The flower trolley is known for its easy and user-
friendly manoeuvrability and is easy to transport because it is fully
collapsible. Size, weight, stackability and quality have been considered
here. The large flower trolley or plant container trolley is very popular
within the Horticulture sector, especially with Garden Centres and
Nurseries that are moving large quantities of flowers and plants on a
daily basis. The flower trolley shelves can be set at different levels
depending on the flowers and plants that are being stored. The plant
container trolley is also very useful as a flower display trolley so that
customers can easily see your stock. NOTE: This is a used item, all used
items that we sell are 100% functional! However, the photo that we
display on the website does not guarantee the entire batch that we have
in stock. The used products that we sell have visible signs of wear and
wear. Based on our more than 30 years of experience, we carefully sort
and repair used items. Whether the optical and technical condition is
sufficient for you is a personal interpretation. If you want to convince
yourself that these items meet your wishes, you are welcome to visit
one of our locations to view the selected product after making an
appointment by telephone. By placing your order online you agree with
the condition of the used products.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/danish-plant-container-trolley-with-3-shelves-
1350x565x1900mm-used-40027U
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